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ACROSS
1: an independent ruler or chieftain (especially
in Africa or Arabia)
5: a federation of North American industrial
unions that merged with the American
Federation of Labor in 1955
8: a unit of force equal to the force that imparts
an acceleration of 1 cm/sec/sec to a mass of 1
gram
9: toward the mouth or oral region
11: Hindu goddess of learning and the arts
13: disturbed psychologically as if by a
physical jolt or shock
14: the training of an animal (especially the
training of a horse for dressage)
17: any pigment producing the ______ color
18: (law) a pleading made by a defendant in
response to the plaintiff's replication
22: large (to 3 feet) blackish yellow-banded
South American lizard; raid henhouses; used as
food
23: coarse curly-leafed cabbage
24: young of any of various fur-bearing animals
25: bark in a high-pitched tone
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DOWN
1: a rapid automatic system to detect plastic
explosives in passengers' luggage using X-ray
technology and computers; designed for use in
airports
2: type genus of the family ___cidae
3: an agency that is the primary source in the
State Department for interpretive analyses of
global developments and focal point for policy
issues and activities of the Intelligence
Community
4: decide by reasoning; draw or come to a
conclusion
5: valence characterized by the sharing of
electrons in a chemical compound; the number
of pairs of electrons an atom can share
6: a native or inhabitant of Iraq
7: of or related to or derived from oats
10: an impression in a surface (as made by a
blow)
12: a form of chess played on a board of 81
squares; each player has 20 pieces
14: examine in order to test suitability
15: any member of the _____ Confederacy
(especially the Muskogee) formerly living in
Georgia and Alabama but now chiefly in
Oklahoma
16: an Arabic term of respect for someone who
has made the pilgrimage to Mecca
19: mature female of mammals of which the
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male is called `buck'
20: an extension at the end and at right angles
to the main building
21: a fabric with prominent rounded crosswise
ribs
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